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Abstract. In this work, we design a protocol for syncing folders in a
peer-to-peer (p2p) environment. To accomplish this goal, we built an
application on top of a known p2p software called BitTorrent. BitTorrent
is an application that facilitates downloading of a file by collecting pieces
from multiple hosts (also called peers) while using a so-called tracker to
store peer information. Our implementation uses a tracker manager to
monitor subscription of peers on a shared folder. BitTorrent is employed
to enable download of both the shared folder and edits made on its
content. Lock operations have also been used to manage file accessibility.
In this report, an initial implementation utilizing the designed protocol
is presented.

1 Introduction

BitTorrent [1] is a type of unstructured peer-to-peer (p2p) environment where
there is a central location that manages user downloads. In order for a peer to
download a file, it needs to contact a tracker to where the current downloaders
of the file will be listed. After obtaining a list, user will contact the peers in
the list and pieces of the file, potentially originating from different peers, will
be served to the requesting peer. While downloading, a peer will also be able to
share pieces of its downloaded incomplete file. Since the protocol for bittorrent
uses a tit-for-tat algorithm, the rate of download will be dependent on the rate
of upload, and free-riders will be discouraged due to the concept of choking.

In BitTorrent terms, a seeder is referred to as any peer which has already
obtained a complete file, while a leecher is a peer that is currently downloading
a file but has not yet obtained a complete copy.

This distinction is needed to categorize peers that are both uploading and
downloading (leecher) and peers that are only uploading (seeders). In the oper-
ation of BitTorrent, downloading can only be initialized by informing a tracker
that a file is currently hosted in a peer called an initial seeder. Leechers down-
loading a file can become potential seeders and can host a complete copy of the
file until termination of the downloading process.

In this work, we are interested in extending BitTorrent to support folder
synchronization among different peers. In this setup, peers initiate file sharing
and create a group where contents of a shared folder can be added, deleted and
edited by any member. BitTorrent is used to download edits on the content of
the given folder and a centralized server is required to store update information.
The server shall also serve as host for the list of peers currently subscribing to
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the folder and the file accessibility information which will be needed to decide
at any moment whether peers can edit or delete files.

This report is organized as follows: Section 2 and Section 3 discusses and
analyzes our proposed protocol for synchronizing folders and its corresponding
initial implementation, respectively. Other issues on the design of the protocol
as well as improvements for future works are provided in Section ??. Finally, we
lay down our conclusions in Section 4.

2 Protocol Design for Synchronizing Folders

Before we proceed with the protocol specification, we first provide terms that
we shall use to refer to participating parties. In order to synchronize folder
content, a centralized server we shall call a tracker manager exists to keep global
information on every shared folder. We shall call a peer who initially created a
shared folder as a sharing peer. The list of peers subscribing to a shared folder
will be collectively called a group and each peer belonging to this group shall be
called a member. Every member has capability to modify content of the folder
as given in the next subsections.

In our setup, a member in the group is connected to all other members and
the tracker manager. To provide multicasting service, everytime an update to
a shared folder is provided, a torrent file is being created for download. These
torrent files are hosted in the peer side. When a peer becomes a member, these
torrent files are delivered to this peer. Lock mechanism has also been imple-
mented to ensure synchronization at all times.

When a peer wants to modify a file, peer shall request lock on the file to the
tracker manager so that only the requesting peer can update its content. Upon
locking of a file, any request for deletion or modification is denied. Other peers,
aside from the peer who requested the lock cannot unlock the file.

We also used a logging mechanism to ensure that all actions of all members
are being logged in the tracker manager. Logs may be used to access history of
events happening on a threshold folder. A threshold duration can be imposed
on the log so that it can be erased when threshold duration is reached.

2.1 Creating A Shared Folder

In order to create a shared folder, a sharing peer must be able to contact the
tracker manager. The tracker manager, upon receiving a notification, must also
receive the following information:

– Name of the shared folder
– Name of files on the shared folder

A sharing peer may also send IP information on peers who confirmed sub-
scription to the folder. Upon receipt of this information, the tracker manager
creates a folder containing information on the given folder. This folder has both
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a peer list and a file and lock list. This peer list in the tracker manager side
appends the IP information of the sharing peer. The file and lock list, on the
other hand, contains the given list of files with each file being unlocked at the
onset.

Prior to this, sharing peer creates a torrent file and serves as the initial
seeder of the shared folder. Upon creation of torrent file, the created torrent will
be disseminated to all confirmed members for download. Each member must
also have a copy of the peer list which shall be utilized in the succeeding event
protocols.

2.2 Adding a File

When a file is added by a peer in the group, it creates a torrent for the added file
and sends this file to all other members. The peer who added the file must act as
seeder for the added file, other members shall download the file upon receipt of
its torrent. The adding peer must also notify the tracker manager of the added
file. In turn, this file shall be appended in the file and lock list, initially marked
as unlocked.

2.3 Deleting a File

Permission to remove a file needs to be granted before actual deletion of a certain
file. Therefore before deleting, a peer must first request permission from the
tracker manager to delete an existing file. The tracker manager then checks if
the desired file is locked. In the case where the file is locked, tracker manager
replies with denying permission. Otherwise, permission is granted and the file
will be removed from the file and lock list. Additionally, deleting peer notifies
other members of the deleted file. In turn, notified members perform the actual
deletion of the given file as well add and edit torrents related to the file.

2.4 Editing a File

As in deletion (on Section 2.3), permission request must be granted by the tracker
manager before editing a file. Upon seeing that a file is unlocked, tracker manager
replies with granting permission. Additionally, the file specified by editing peer
shall be marked locked in order to prevent other peers from writing on the file.
When editing peer finishes edits the locked file, it sends a message to tracker
manager notifying completion of edits. It also seeds edits on the edited file. The
created torrent shall be sent to all other peers for download. Meanwhile, on the
tracker manager side, tracker manager releases the lock on the edited file.

As the number of added files increase, the number of torrent files may also
become large enough that it may be best suited to download this files using
BitTorrent. Thus, a threshold size can be specified so that when the set of torrent
files add up reaching a given threshold size, a torrent of torrent files can be
created to facilitate download.
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In the protocols mentioned in the previous subsections, each peer maintains
a set of torrent files. As specified in the succeeding subsections, these torrent
files will be utilized to supply folder contents to an incoming member. Moreover,
the torrent files can also be used to check updates in the folder content when a
peer goes offline.

2.5 Inviting a Peer

Subscription to a shared directory requires invitation, thus, a member must be
able to obtain IP information on peers that it desires to invite. This IP informa-
tion will be used to send an invite to a peer. Upon confirmation of invitation,
inviting member shall send related torrent files; the invited peer uses these tor-
rents to download the shared folder’s content. The invited peer, now an incoming
member as well, needs to contact tracker manager to signal subscription. The
tracker manager updates its copy of the peer list, and notifies other existing mem-
bers of this update. Meanwhile, the incoming member shall receive an updated
peer list.

2.6 Ending Subscription

When a peer intends to unsubscribe, the exiting peer notifies the tracker man-
ager. In turn, tracker manager removes the peer from its peer list and also sends
peer list update to all other subscribers.

2.7 A Peer Goes Offline

When a peer goes online after going offline, it needs to determine if there are
updates in the folder content. Therefore, it first needs to contact the tracker
to ask for an updated peer list. Any peer in the list can be contacted to ask
for torrent files relating to the shared folder. A peer can only grant a request
when it has a complete copy of the torrent files. If no peer responds to request,
requesting peer can opt to loop until request is granted or request for a new list
of peers from tracker. After receiving a complete list of torrent files, requesting
peer checks difference between its copy and the received copy of torrent files.
Only the updated torrent file will be downloaded to update the content of the
shared folder in the requesting peer.

2.8 Design Analysis

Since we enable synchronization by using lock operations, our protocol limits
the capabilities of our peers since only a single peer can write the file at any
time. This is different from existing applications like Dropbox and Mercurial
where users are allowed to edit local copy of a file. These applications provide a
mechanism to merge edits so that a global copy is still maintained.

Furthermore, in order to implement our protocol, there is a need to establish
a connection on all peers since torrent files are located in the peer side, and
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not on the tracker manager. This design issue is motivated by the fact that we
do not want our tracker managers to be overwhelmed by too many torrent files
resulting from large amount of files on a given shared folder. However, scalability
issues may arise when a group is composed of a large number of members.

Some of the issues that have not been addressed by the protocol is given
below:

security It is assumed that all members of a group are trusted. This way,
each member is expected to receive information not only from the tracker
manager, but from all other peers as well.

existence of subfolders In our design, we have assumed that the shared folder
does not contain other subfolders. We have yet to determine how our protocol
can be extended to handle existence of subfolders.

scenario of continuous edits Given a duration, the number of torrents for
file edits is dependent on the number of edit permissions for the file. This
gets larger as time passes. We have yet to devise a means to delete edit
torrents except during file deletion.

3 Initial Implementation

In our implementation, we use BitTornado [2] as the underlying BitTorrent ap-
plication. The tool provides the basic functionalities of a BitTorrent client such
as creating a torrent file and downloading a torrent. The tool is also used as a
tracker. Our implementation runs on a linux platform using python and bash
scripts.

3.1 Setup

In our setup, one peer serves as a tracker, where it also runs the tracker manager.
All other peers are clients which are allowed to initiate folder sharing, add, delete,
and edit a file. Peers can also join and leave the sharing group. An example setup
is shown in Figure 3.1.

The tracker manager which is built on top of the tracker (BitTornado tracker),
serves as the central server for the tiTorrent . The assumption is that all peers
know the address of the tracker manager. Moreover all peers are in the same
local network. In order to support the basic functionalities of syncing folders
among peers, the tracker manager is responsible for the following operations.

1. Accept folder sharing from peers A sharing peer, communicates to the tracker
manager issuing an operation to initiate file sharing of a specific directory.
Once the tracker manager received a request, the tracker manager collects
the necessary data from the sharing peer, such as, directory name, list of
files, list of peers involved in the file sharing.

2. Track sharing peers Once a peer initiates a file sharing the tracker manager is
responsible for maintaining the list. It updates the local addresses of current
members involved in the file sharing. Any peer can request to the tracker
manager to join or leave the sharing group.
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Fig. 1. Setup with 5 computers, one serves as the tracker manager and 4 are peers
involved in a file sharing

3. Regulates the locking of files In order to avoid conflict of files due to peer
modifications, the tracker manager is responsible for issuing file permissions
in the set of peers. Initially all files in the sharing folder is unlocked. If a peer
wants to modify a specific file, a request to unlock file is sent to the tracker
manager. If the file is unlocked, i.e. no other peer requested to lock the file,
the tracker manager will inform all other peers to lock the copy of their files.
Once the file modification is done, the tracker manager will remove the file
to the locks list and issue an unlock command to all other peers except for
the one who requested the lock.

Each peer implements a network listener which is ready to accept messages
from the tracker manager and from its fellow peers. Each peer can also initiate
file sharing, and once subscribed in the file sharing group, any member peer can
add, delete, or request to lock and unlock a file to edit. The implementation only
uses the command line to perform necessary operations. The commands are the
following.

1. Initialize Folder Sharing : To initialize folder sharing, a peer uses the com-
mand

> python init_share.py -d <directory>

where the < directory > contains the full local path of the folder.
2. Add file: To add a file in the sharing folder, a peer uses the command

> python add_file.py -d <directory> -f <filename>

where < filename > contains the full path of the file to add.
3. Delete file: To delete a file in the sharing folder, a peer uses the command
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> python delete_file.py -d <directory> -f <filename>

where < filename > contains the full path of the file to delete.
4. Lock file: To request for lock, a peer uses the command

> python lock_file.py -d <directory> -f <filename>

where < filename > contains the full path of the file to lock. The tracker
manager may grant the locking of file, if no other peer requested to lock the
file.

5. Update file: To update a file in the sharing folder, a peer uses the command

> python update_file.py -d <directory> -f <filename>

where < filename > contains the full path of the file to update. The tracker
manager automatically unlocks the file. The client is responsible for sending
the torrent file of the updated file to all other sharing peers. The previous
version will just be replaced by the new file.

3.2 Dependencies

In order to install and use tiTorrent, one must install python 2.6 (or later) and
bitTornado using the following commands in a linux terminal

> sudo apt-get install python2.6

> sudo apt-get install bittornado

3.3 Relating protocol design and implementation

As can be observed, we are only able to do a simplified implementation of the
protocol design mentioned in Section 2. While basic operations such as adding,
deleting and editing a file have been accommodated, we have yet to implement
protocols involving peer operations such as peer invitation, ending peer sub-
scription and actions when a peer goes online after going offline. Also, the im-
plemented tracker manager which currently uses filenames and foldernames as
identifiers may be improved so that file and folder identifiers are changed to
natural numbers instead, and names are stored as an attribute. Also, in our
implementation, we have assumed that edits on shared files and folders do not
include renaming, since the names of the files and folder are used as their iden-
tifiers in the lock operations being employed.

4 Conclusion

In summary, our work addresses the problem of synchronizing folders in a peer-
to-peer environment. We have proposed a protocol design which features a cen-
tralized server that stores updates on shared folders. Using multicast services
via BitTorrent and lock operations, this protocol ensures that the copy of shared
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folder stored in the members are synchronized. The protocol also ensures that
exactly one peer is either editing or deleting a file in the shared folder. While
the protocol maintains that folders are in-sync, the protocol also imposes limited
capabilities to peers since a peer cannot access a file once it is locked, and until
lock is release.

We have also provided an initial implementation of our specified protocol.
This implementation was able to perform basic add, edit and delete of files, but
has yet to accommodate operations on scenarios where a peer is invited, a peer
ends subscription and when a peer goes offline.
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